
Pat Dews’
Learn to Paint great Abstracts

Mixed Media
Student experience level: 

All Skill Levels

patdews.com

tuesday-thursday,
march 3-5

9:00am-4:00pm

941-747-2995
keetonsonline.com
817 Manatee Ave W
Bradenton, FL 34205

$295per
student (all three days)

In this exciting, art intense workshop, students will learn to think and stretch their imagination by learning new 
techniques and the importance of content whether working in abstraction or realism.  Students will be starting 
great abstracts the first day. Our focus is on the elements of texture, shape, value and color and the principles of 
design. Use unexpected materials to create texture, use paper masks and tape to spray and paint using a square 
format, create an abstract by wetting the paper and pouring paint, totally transform a failed painting using acrylic 
paints, use collage to learn composition and as a means of change and learn to crop for good designs.  Through 
daily demonstrations and positive critiques, Pat helps take the “fear out of painting.” Repeat students can choose to 
bring starts to finish and/or be given new, challenging projects. 

all art supplies available for purchase in our retail store



Supply list
WEAR OLD PAINT CLOTHES - WE USE EVERYTHING.  Bring 2 failed, full sheet paintings.
PAPER: 6 full sheets of your favorite full sheet (22” x 30”) watercolor paper. I will be using Rives 
BFK printmaking paper (white, 130 lb.) – Keeton’s has it. Arches, 140 lb. CP. Bring what you use, but 
I want you to try BFK too.
PAINTS: I use inks, tube and liquid acrylics and watercolors interchangeably.  
I switch to acrylics after the initial painting starts. You need acrylic paints for second stages and 
great techniques.
Watercolors - Bring colors you use or like.
ACRYLICS: I use Liquitex Heavy Body Acrylics, Golden Fluid Acrylics, paints and others. Bring your 
favorites, but have a good selection. I use tube acrylics for second stage scumbling technique, 
contrast and covering unwanted areas 
INKS: I use Dr. Ph. Martin’s Tech Inks, Dr. Ph. Martin’s Bombay India Inks, F&W Acrylic Inks and 
Liquitex Professional Acrylic Inks (Available in 1 oz. bottles). Bring colors you use or like.
Brushes: Robert Simmons synthetic 2” flat wash brush,1” flat wash, ¼”, ½” Bristle brights and 
riggers, a few rounds, foam brushes (wood handle - firm, not flimsy - do not get ones that have just 
plastic inside foam - must be wood and plastic - Ace Hardware). I have a lot of brushes, but use 
flats the most.  
Brayer - a printmaking tool - hard surface  
Scissors   
Atomizer - I use a custom made atomizer - I spray texture pieces, stencils and over masks and over 
objects (leaves, branches).  A custom made atomizer (Pat Dews’ Atomizer).  An inexpensive 
commercial atomizer is also available. If you have a lung problem you can use a flat surfaced 
toothbrush for spatter techniques or a Preval sprayer (Home Depot) 
Waxed paper: - 0r Stretch-tite plastic wrap (Costco)
Small natural sponge
Alcohol - empty Chloraseptic (throat spray) bottle works best (need a firm, not fine mist)
Paper towels
2 Large Water Containers
Texture Pieces Open weave fabric, lace, cheesecloth, grid fabric (used for hooking rugs), bubble 
pack, shelf lining, - and anything else you think would make good Texture Pieces. Have large pieces 
of each type.  They remain on the starts until they dry. Look in fabric stores, thrift shops, Dollar 
Stores and at yard sales. Many textures are done with a brush.
Collage pieces. 
White Gesso 
Black Gesso
Liquitex Gloss Medium & Varnish – works with alcohol techniques, collage
Painting board – Good to support your paper while painting

all art supplies available for purchase in our retail store


